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Thoughts for the Week
By

Richard Marotta, Ph.D., Headmaster
The Garden Gala is tonight!
We look forward to seeing you there for this wonderful annual occasion to
celebrate all things Garden and in particular this year's honorees!
And, if you cannot make it this evening, please consider bidding online on 175
different items and bargains, or making a donation using this link.
Thank you for your continued support and trust of Garden School.
Richard Marotta, Ph.D.
Headmaster

Reenrollment Contracts for 2018-2019 were due to be signed and returned with the deposit by Monday,
February 26th. If you have not returned your contract, we will assume you are not returning next year and
will fill your space with another student. If this is in error, please inform the school immediately.

DATES TO REMEMBER:












Friday, April 13: GALA <<< Click link for more information and tickets!
Monday, April 30 – Wednesday, May 2: Washington Trip for Grades 5 & 6
Friday, May 4: Adventure Park Trip for Grades 7 & 8
Wednesday, May 9: Music Recital
Friday, May 11: Caumsett Trip and Sleepover for Grade 4
Thursday, May 17: Walk-A-Thon
Monday, May 21: Dance Recital
Thursday, May 24: Senior Prom at The St. Regis
Monday, May 28: School Closed for Memorial Day
Tuesday, May 29: Senior Dinner
Thursday, May 31: Yearbook Dance for Upper Division

College Acceptances are Rolling In!
By

Brad Battaglia, Upper Division Head, Director of College Counseling

We are excited and proud of the hard work and excellent results of our Garden Class of 2018 college applicants!
Here’s a partial list of schools that have accepted our students so far this year
Barnard College
Baruch College
Boston College
Drexel University
Emory University
Florida State University
Fordham University
Ithaca College
Lehigh University
NYU

Princeton University
Stevens Institute of Technology
SUNY Stony Brook
SUNY Binghamton
University of California at Berkeley
University of Florida at Gainesville
University of Michigan
University of Rochester
Vassar College
Wesleyan College

Support Mrs. Knopf Marching for March of Dimes
By:

Carmela Knopf (Nursery Head Teacher)

It's that time of year again...I`m walking on Sunday, April 29th, for Babies and raising money
because I care about healthy babies and to honor, my daughter, Cristina Rose, who was
born at 30 weeks and is now doing great!
I know this cause is important to all of us and to you, too. Can you help me reach my goal by
making a donation to my walk? It`s easy, just click below to my fundraising page. Your gift
supports March of Dimes research and programs that help moms have full-term
pregnancies and babies begin healthy lives. And it`s used to bring comfort and information
to families with a baby in newborn intensive care. It`s easy, just click through to my
fundraising page... https://www.marchforbabies.org/Carmela1022 . You can make a secure donation with your credit
card, or, if you prefer, cash or a check dropped off at the Front Desk or to me in Nursery is fine, too. Thank you for your
support! If you have already donated, Thank you so much!!

Garden Gala News!!!
The Garden Gala takes place TONIGHT!
Do we have your ticket order? If not, buy our ticket at the door or follow the link below:
http://bit.ly/2hO0YSA
Register for the Silent Auction powered by Handbid! If you have the Handbid App from previous Galas,
simply sign in and search “Garden School Gala 2018” to register. New to Handbid? Download the app or
register online if you are bidding from home.
App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/handbid/id433831139?mt=8
Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.handbid.android
Online: https://events.handbid.com/auctions/garden-school-gala-2018/registration
One you register, you can preview an early selection of auction items. There are over 100 auction items for you
to preview right now!
All Gala attendees must be registered for the Silent Auction before the event!
Have you ordered your 100/$100 Raffle ticket for the Apple Watch Hermès? Get in on the chance to win this
$1,200 designer smartwatch for a fraction of its value. Spots are filling up, don’t be left out!
Buy your ticket here: http://bit.ly/2yd3Axl
Please come out to support Mr. John Hale and the Garden School Amateur Radio Club next week.
Thank you to all who have donated, supported us or gotten involved.
Get ready for a wonderful evening!
See you next Friday, 6:30 pm at Terrace on the Park.
Thank you,
The Garden Gala Committee

Gala 2017

Pre-K For All - Water Science
By:

Dimitria Graf (PKFA Teacher)

This month our preschoolers are exploring the many ways in which we rely on
clean water in our daily lives. We are discussing the importance of keeping our
bodies hydrated throughout the day, and how we depend on clean water for
brushing our teeth, and washing our bodies. We sing “Wash, wash, wash your
hands; wash the germs away; soap and water; soap and water; germs go down the
drain!!”
As we learn about how clean water is essential to maintaining good health, we
discover different ways we can remember to drink and use water more often. This
can include drinking a glass of water first thing in the morning, carrying a water
bottle with you where you go, or eating water-rich foods such as, lettuce,
cucumbers and grapefruits. To understand that water is a precious resource that
we use every day and should not be wasted, students are asked to measure how
many times they use water each day at home. In class, we brainstorm ideas for
how we can save water, such as not running the faucet while brushing our teeth,
not filling your bath water too high, or taking shorter showers.
We will also be learning about how people use water around the world, the states
of water (liquid, solid, and ice), bodies of water and water habitats. Please
encourage your children to talk about these topics as we discover the importance
of water in our lives!

Nursery Math
By:

Carmela Augello-Knopf (Nursery Head Teacher)

Nursery enjoys learning through songs. This week, we focused on different
number songs. The songs included: 5 Speckled Frogs, 10 Little Dinosaurs, 5 Little
Ducks and 10 little fishes to name a few. In our art center, we painted
thumbprints as raindrops corresponding to the number on the clouds. On the
smart board, we listened to The Crayons’ Book of Numbers by Drew Daywalt, Bear
Counts by Karma Wilson and Five Little Monkeys Bake a Birthday Cake by Eileen
Christelo. The children had a fun time practicing their numbers through songs.

Pre-K Math
By:

Eileen Reyes (Early Childhood Department, Chair)

At the first stage of counting, children learn to say number names, but not necessarily in order. At the next stage,
children memorize numbers in sequence and count by rote. The students in Pre-K will practice understanding number
concepts this last quarter. This area of study will include: counting numbers in sequence, using one-to-one
correspondence to count objects, recognizing written numerals, and trace and write written numerals. The math center
in the classroom will provide a variety of manipulatives for children to use in counting activities.

Families can help their child understand that math is all around us and we use
math every day by incorporating counting into their daily routine. Encourage
your child to count steps when walking or the number of books on a shelf. Also,
point out important numbers such as: age, height, address, phone numbers,
numbers on a clock, numbers on a calendar, etc. Support your child to look for
numbers everywhere they go. We read Ten Apples Up on Top by Dr. Seuss,
Numbers, Numbers Everywhere by Elliot Kaufman, Chicka, Chicka 1,2,3 by Bill
Martin Jr. and Bear Counts by Karma Wilson.

Kindergarten - Math
By:

Lauren Yandow (Kindergarten Teacher)

This week we began a new math unit on money! Now that the students have
mastered counting and recognizing numbers 0 through 31 as well as addition
and subtraction problem solving, they are able to apply these skills when
learning about the four coins and their values. Students learned the names of
each coin and what each coin is worth in cents. The cents symbol is a new math
symbol that most students have never seen! It was also exciting to discuss the
two different sides of a coin, heads and tails, and play the heads or tails game to
reinforce our understanding of what each side looks like.
Students have been challenged to use these coins in many different ways this
week, and because we are so used to simply counting a group of objects one by
one, it was difficult to adjust our math thinking to considering how many cents
each coin is worth. Students determined how many cents two groups of coins
are worth and were able to compare these two groups. They discovered that 5
pennies equals one nickel, two nickels equals one dime, etc. We asked
ourselves, if one person had 7 cents and traded their coins with someone who
had 10 cents, would it be a fair trade? How could you make it a fair trade?
Students also worked together to show a certain number of cents two different
ways, for example we made 8 cents by grouping one nickel and three pennies,
and then just 8 pennies and no nickels. This kind of problem solving is important
for young children to be exposed to because it prepares them for real life
situations they will experience in their future both inside and outside of school.
Next week, we will be applying what we've learned about the four coins to
practice paying for different items such as toys and clothing! Do we have enough
money to purchase something that is 14 cents, for example? We will also use our addition and subtraction skills to
combine two groups of coins.

Grades 1 - Language Arts
By:

Kristen Ahlfeld (First Grade Teacher)

This week in first grade we explored cross curricular activities between
language arts, and hands on science that motivated and encouraged fun
learning.
The first graders continue to learn new grammar skills such as the proper use of
"is "and “are", however we stepped outside to our garden for writing
inspiration and curriculum integration. The children were given the goal to
identify signs of the spring season. The students eagerly scattered about the
garden to observe various signs of spring. The class found grass growing,
flowers blooming and buds developing among other observations. We used our
senses to smell, feel, hear and see. We returned to the classroom to develop a
topic sentence and support our findings with details. Stop in to see their
observations and illustrations on display in the third floor hallway.

Grades 2 - Language Arts
By:

Paula James (Second Grade Teacher)

The second graders have been busy working on their grammar and editing skills. Over the past weeks, we have been
composing fairy tales that will be published in a book. The students learned about fairy tales and folk tales, and the
elements required for a story to be considered a fairy tale. They used a graphic organizer to get their ideas on paper and
compose a draft. Each child met with a teacher to proofread and edit their work. It is important for the students to
practice these skills throughout the year, so they can become more independent writers. The last step of the process was
to copy their draft neatly onto good paper. Copying the stories took a great deal of time and effort, and the students
were very excited to finalize their work. Our stories will be sent to the printer's this weekend. We can't wait to receive
our beautiful books and celebrate with a publishing party and book signing.

The students have also been building grammar skills by working on the correct spelling, meaning, and usage of various
homophones. As the children were composing their stories, they often mixed-up commonly used words such as to, too,
two, and there, their, and they're. We kicked-off the beginning of this activity with a humorous story entitled, "How Much
can a Bare Bear Bear", by Brian P. Cleary. The story gave information and examples of homonyms and homophones. Next,
we spent some time practicing and defining the words. Then, each child made a list of their favorite homophones and
selected one set for a project. The students had a hands-on activity making cut-out cards with homophone pairs. Each
card has a pair of homophones written on the outside, and on the inside of the card, the child was asked to write the
definition of the word and a sentence showing correct usage. Stop by and check out their fantastic work outside the
second grade classroom.

Grades 3 Language Arts
By:

Rachel Vidal (Third Grade Teacher)
nd

April 22 is Earth Day! The third graders will be discussing what they and their
families can do to help their communities. We are reading stories about how
children help the environment, both at school and at home. Some of the stories
are written in standard prose, while others are written as poems. The children will
choose (with the help from their parents) how they want to help the environment.
The third graders will record what they do on a “Help the Earth” log. After which,
they will write about their experience and how they contributed to Earth Day. They
can choose to write in essay form or as a poem. Next, they will create a poster
detailing how they helped. Lastly, they will share with their classmates how they
participated in Earth Day and how that has helped our planet. It is important for
children to not only learn to take care of the environment, but also to know that
they can make a difference as children.

Grade 4 - Science
By:

Marlene Dapice (Science Department, Chair)

Students in fourth grade are currently learning about electricity. They engaged in an activity to explore static electricity.
Using two inflated balloons, students investigated under what conditions the balloons would attract or repel each other.
Also, using rubber, plastic, and glass rods, as well as silk, fur, and wool cloths, students determined whether or not
electrons would be transferred to the rods and affect a running stream of water. Students should now be able to explain
what causes “hat hair”! Students just completed making electromagnets and will continue their study of electricity by
making simple circuits.

Grade 5 Science
By:

Lou Albano (Science Teacher)

Our hard working fifth graders have ventured into the amazing world of Physical Science. Students were reacquainted
with the properties of matter. Students were exposed to the phenomenal periodic table, the structure of an atom with
its protons, neutron, and electrons. Terms such as molecules, compounds, and formulas were part of our classroom
discussions. The focus of the class switched to the topic of solids, liquids, and gases, with emphasis on the movement of
molecules in each phase of matter.

Lastly, mixtures and solutions came into
focus. Students were able to observe, using
a hands-on activity, which liquid (water,
vinegar, or Coca-Cola), was the best agent to
clean copper pennies. Student were amazed
at how their results differed from their
hypothesis. As always, the fifth graders are
always learning new concepts in science,
while reinforcing concepts that they have
encountered in the past.

Grade 6 Science
By:

John Hale (Science Teacher)

The sixth grade has just started working on their understanding
of technology. They are working with their English class reading
a short story about Artificial Intelligence and analyzing the
movie Bicentennial Man. They will focus on whether it is a good
idea to make robots that are just as intelligent as humans and
could we create them to mimic and look like humans that
maybe we should call them human. As part of their technology
unit, they will be building their own telegraph machine and
learn how to transmit and receive messages with Morse Code.

G7 World Languages - Mandarin
By:

Kelly Jie (Mandarin Teacher)

The Seventh Grade class can use the PinYin Phonetic Romanization system, read and write characters from their text,
type Chinese characters, and form sentences using Chinese
grammar constructions. Students can also introduce themselves,
use expressions about time and dates, describe a person and talk
about their neighborhood and surrounding places in Mandarin.
Beginning this week, sports and leisure activities are been
introduced. Students will interpret and react to pictures,
illustrations, audio clips, also will interact with their teacher and
classmates by responding to requests, ask and answer questions,
and do game activities. Students will learn the popular sports in
China and U.S, and make a comparison between the two countries.

G7 World Languages - French
By:

Gabriel Gomis (French Teacher)

French 7 learned the passé composé this past week, French's most common past tense. The passé composé uses auxiliary
verbs être or avoir and the past participle of the main verb. With this new acquisition, students can relate to past events,
describing past situations using the passé composé. They took a test and did well. They also had a " dictée" (spelling
challenge) with an emphasis on the past tense.

G7 World Languages - Spanish
By:

Agustín Melara (World Languages Department, Chair, Spanish Teacher)

Students in eighth Spanish class learned this week the importance of the preterit tense. This tense is used when referring
to actions or events that were completed in the past. With it, students can express what they did at a specific point in the
past. Besides the preterit tense, students also learned vocabulary related to household chores. There will be a test next
week on these two concepts as we prepare for the final lessons before final exams.

Grade 9 and 10 Physical Education
By:
Michelle Ferreira (Physical Education Faculty)
We just began our new unit Wiffle Ball! (Also known as baseball.) It’s very similar to baseball except for the lighter ball
and bat. Everyone in class is participating all at once so students have more time being active. We start class always with
warming up with laps and stretching, and ten go right into the game.
The first week we went over rules and they each got to practice pitching and hitting the Wiffle ball to get more
comfortable. We then split them up into their teams and started playing some practice games so that they would all
understand the sport. After this week, we will start the competition and gradually make it to playoffs and the finals. They
students enjoy this unit because it helps with them focus on hand-eye coordination and it helps some of the student who
are on the baseball or softball teams get some more practice time.

Grade 11 - AP United States History
By:

Richard Kruczek (History Faculty)
The AP students are nearing the end of their long, arduous journey. The AP exam
is less than a month away, with review to begin next week.
One of the more poignant moments of this, or any year came on 4 April, which
was the 50th anniversary of the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. It was also
the day that we started our section on the Civil Rights movement of the 1950's
and 1960's. The fates aligned that day, and it was a moving and spiritual class. It
felt like Dr. King was in the room with us, guiding us to an understanding of how
far we've come as a nation to fulfill the promises made by the Founders in the
Declaration of Independence, and how far we've yet to travel. It once again
affirmed why what we're doing in that room every day is so significant.

Grade 11 - United States History
By:

Sarah Smith (History Faculty)
Americans often take our democracy for granted. This week,
students in United States History studied how Americans
fought for a more direct democratic system during the
Progressive era. They realized how individuals like Robert La
Follette and Alice Paul worked to give more people access to
our democratic system. Their efforts led to amendments for
the Direct Election of Senators and Women's Suffrage. In
addition, it allowed for leaders to work on ending corruption
amongst our political system.
We then discussed corruption in government today and the
continued role of journalists in uncovering abuses of power.
Each student was able to share of their view on corruption and
leaders from their nations of origin as well as the United States.

Grade 12 History - Economics
By:

Richard Kruczek (History Faculty)
With roughly 40 days to go in their Garden careers, the seniors, knock on wood, have not yet succumbed to that vile
affliction otherwise known as Senioritis. They continue to arrive on time, ready to learn, as they always have. We have
finished the economics portion of the class and have embarked upon our study of the basics of corporate finance. Though
the math can be tedious, the concepts will last longer than the cramps in their hands from crunching a seemingly endless
amount of numbers. They're a group that has taken an old maxim to heart: "It's not how you start, it's how you finish."

Garden School 9th Grader to Compete in International Violin Competition
Garden School is proud and excited for ninth grader, Hanchi Shi, as she heads off to compete in
this year's Menuhin Competition for violin in Geneva, Switzerland! Good luck, Hanchi!

祝你好运！ 我们为你感到惊讶！
You can learn more about Hanchi and the competition here:
https://2018.menuhincompetition.org/person/shi-hanchi-349956
https://www.facebook.com/menuhincompetition/

